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Abstract
Background

The duration of mechanical ventilation (MV) required by patients admitted to the emergency department
(ED) is di�cult to predict. We investigated the duration of MV in ED-admitted patients, as well as their
clinical progress.

Methods

We investigated the duration of MV in adult patients (aged ≥18 years) who were attached to ventilators
in our ED between January and December 2017. The patients were divided into two groups; MV <7 days
and MV ≥7 days. The patients’ demographic characteristics, diagnoses, clinical features, and underlying
diseases were compared between two groups.

Results

The study comprised 282 patients including 142 in the MV <7 days group and 140 in the MV ≥7 days
group. The MV ≥7 days group had more patients diagnosed with metabolic disorder, pneumonia,
neurological disease, sepsis, and multiple trauma, and also had a greater proportion of patients with
dementia or stroke as the underlying disease. The mean C-reactive protein level in the MV ≥7 days group
was 6.4 mg/dL, which was higher than that in the MV <7 days group. The risk factors for requiring ≥7
days of MV were identi�ed as a diagnosis of stroke as well as having the underlying diseases of cancer
and stroke or dementia. Among the laboratory test results, pH, HCO3

- , and albumin <3.5 g/dL were
identi�ed as factors in�uencing the duration of MV.

Conclusion

MV for ≥7 days is predicted to be required for patients admitted for a stroke; those with underlying cancer
or stroke; and those with adverse pH, HCO3

-, and albumin blood test results.

Introduction
Clinical outcomes in hospital settings are normally judges by survival endpoints or live discharge.
Because mechanical ventilation (MV) in�uences clinical outcomes, mortality rates among patients
subjected to MV is important to ascertain [1, 2], as is the duration of MV and its adverse effects [3].
However, because there are no proven guidelines for accurately predicting the duration of MV, the
physician depends on the daily assessment of a patient’s condition as well as various other factors to
decide when to disconnect MV. According to one study, the duration of MV that was estimated by
intensivists in the initial stage of treatment was not su�ciently accurate, and became even less accurate
as the duration of MV lengthened. In other words, while short-term MV may be relatively easy to predict,
long-term prediction is challenging [4].
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The failure to discontinue MV, thereby lengthening its duration, is referred to as MV weaning failure. The
clinical characteristics of patients who experience such weaning failure include old age, respiratory or
heart disease, sepsis at the time of admission [5], reduced cough re�ex, malnutrition, sedation, and
delirium. There have been previous studies on prediction of prolonged MV (PMV) in single patient groups,
such as surgical patients and patients with trauma [6] or sepsis [7]. The predictors of PMV among these
groups varied, as did the accuracy of predictions. Moreover, their initial vital signs and hematologic
�ndings upon admission differed.

Other studies attempted to predict the mortality or disease severity of patients who visited the emergency
department (ED) based on their vital signs, states of consciousness, and diagnoses. However, these
studies were related to the initial patient classi�cations at triaging [8]; such classi�cations focus on the
urgency of requiring immediate treatment, whereas prediction of disease severity inherently takes into
account the need for intensive care and risk of mortality. Coslovsky et al. attempted to determine the role
of early ED presentations as well as other factors of major in�uence in predicting mortality, and found MV
in the ED to be one such predictor [9].

ED physicians often initiate MV in the early stage of intensive care. Predicting the duration of MV in the
ED is not as easy as predicting its duration while observing the patient’s clinical progress after admission.
This is because the patient population in the ED is very diverse, and patients are evaluated only once
during their ED visit. Intensive care units (ICUs) are gradually becoming more specialized into
cardiovascular, internal medicine, pediatric, neurological, and surgical units; as such, different ICUs have
unique resource allocation plans. Moreover, treatments that include respiratory rehabilitation are
considered for patients who are expected to be placed on PMV. Taken together, predicting the clinical
progress of all patients on MV in the ED is needed to better determine mid- and long-term treatment goals
and to devise speci�c plans to meet these goals.

Although the de�nition of PMV differs among studies [10], 21 days of MV is generally used as the cut-off
[11]. Therefore, we �rst investigated the duration of MV among our patient population and divide them
into two groups of < 7 vs. ≥7 days on MV. We then compared the demographic characteristics, clinical
features, and outcomes of patients on MV in the ED, and also investigated the clinical factors that can
predict MV for ≥ 7 days.

Methods

Study design
This study was a single-center, retrospective analysis of patients who underwent MV in the ED and were
admitted to the ICU while remaining on MV for more than 12 hours between January and December,
2017. Approximately 60,000 patients visit the ED at our institution annually.

Study population
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The study population consisted only of adult patients (aged ≥ 18 years), and did not include those who
were transferred to our hospital after being placed on MV at another hospital. The exclusion criteria were
as follows: Applying MV during cardiopulmonary resuscitation due to cardiac arrest, a previous history of
tracheostomy, applying MV during sedation for surgery, patients transferred to another hospital after MV
was applied during hospitalization, patients died within 7 days after admission, and MV was
discontinued based on a judgement of brain death.

Data collection and processing
The following data were collected from a review of electronic medical records: age, sex, main diagnosis in
the ED, comorbid disease, quality of life (including independence), body mass index (BMI), initial vital
signs (systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate, O2 saturation, and
body temperature), mental status, modi�ed early warning score (MEWS), results of laboratory tests,
vasopressor use, the duration of MV, length of ICU stay, reintubation, tracheostomy, ICU mortality, and 30-
day mortality.

Outcomes
The primary outcome of this study was the duration of total MV in patients who were initially attached to
ventilators in our ED. Secondary outcomes included the clinical characteristics of the patients with MV
durations ≥ 7 days.

De�nitions
We de�ned ventilator weaning as the discontinuation of positive-pressure ventilation; the number of days
of hospital stay to that point was de�ned as the duration of MV. The reapplication of MV within 48 hours
after ventilator weaning was de�ned as reintubation (or weaning failure); in such cases, the duration of
MV was calculated using the following formula:

Duration of MV = (�nal MV weaning date – initial day on MV – ventilator off day)

The total number of days on MV included the date of death for patients who died while on MV. The
primary diagnoses were classi�ed according to the APACHE II admission diagnostic categories [12].

Statistical analysis
Continuous variables were tested by independent t-tests or the Mann-Whitney U-test and are expressed as
mean (95% con�dence interval [CI]) or median (quartiles). Categorical variables were tested using the chi-
square or Fisher’s exact test. We compared variables between the ≥ 7 day and < 7 day MV groups, and
performed binary logistic regression analysis with all variables to identify the predictors of MV for ≥ 7
days as well as the degree of risk. All statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS software 19.0
(SPSS, Inc, Chicago, IL, USA).

Ethics statement
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The present study was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board of our hospital (2018-10-
009-001). As a preliminary retrospective study, the requirement for prior consent was waived.

Results

General patients characteristics
A total of 409 patients were placed on MV upon admittance to the ED during the study period. Readmitted
patients were not counted separately and their subsequent admissions were excluded. A total 127
patients met at least one of the six aforementioned exclusion criteria; after excluding those patients, data
were collected from a total of 282 patients who were included in the study. The mean age of the patients
was 64.9 years, and 183 (64.8%) were men. The most common primary diagnoses were respiratory
disease followed by stroke, while the most common underlying disease was stroke followed by chronic
kidney disease (Table 1). Conditions associated with longer durations of MV were vascular disease (27.5
days) and metabolic disorder (19.0 days) (Fig. 1).
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Table 1
Comparison of baseline characteristics and Clinical Diagnosis/Underlying disorder between duration of

arti�tial ventilation (AV) < 7days and ≥ 7days

  All

(n = 282)

Duration of AV

< 7days (n = 142)

Duration of
AV

≥ 7days (n = 
140)

P value

Age, yr (95% CI) 64.9(63.0-
66.7)

63.8(61.1–66.4) 66.1(63.5–
68.7)

0.212

Male sex, no. (%) 183(64.8) 91(32.2) 92(32.6) 0.804

BMI, kg/m2(95% CI)

Main Diagnosis

Respiratory infection, no(%)

Stroke/other neurologic disease,
no(%)

CHF, no(%)

Renal disease, no(%)

Drug intoxication, no(%)

Head trauma, no(%)

Other respiratory disease, no(%)

Sepsis (GI, UTI), no(%)

GI bleeding, no(%)

Other cardiovascular, no(%)

Multiple trauma, no(%)

Metabolic disorder, no(%)

Allergy, no(%)

Others, no(%)

22.9(22.4–
23.3)

 

62(22.0)

44(15.6)

28(9.9)

22(7.8)

21(7.4)

20(7.1)

17(6.0)

16(5.7)

14(5.0)

14(5.0)

11(3.9)

6(2.1)

3(1.1)

4(1.4)

23.0(22.3–23.6)

 

21(7.4)

11(3.9)

23(8.2)

19(6.7)

14(4.9)

9(3.2)

8(2.8)

6(2.1)

11(3.9)

10(3.6)

4(1.4)

1(0.4)

3(1.1)

2(0.7)

22.6(21.8–
23.3)

 

41(14.6)

33(11.7)

5(1.7)

3(1.1)

7(2.5)

11(3.9)

9(3.2)

10(3.6)

3(1.1)

4(1.4)

7(2.5)

5(1.7)

0(0)

2(0.7)

0.488

 

< 0.001*

SBP, Systolic blood pressure; MBP, Mean Blood Pressure, DBP, Diastolic blood pressure; PR, Pulse rate;
RR, Respiratory Rate; BT, Body Temperature, MEWS, Modi�ed Early Warning Sign

*p < 0.05; signi�cant change from baseline values.
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  All

(n = 282)

Duration of AV

< 7days (n = 142)

Duration of
AV

≥ 7days (n = 
140)

P value

Cormobid disease, no(%)

Stroke, dementia, no(%)

Chronic renal disease, no(%)

Heart disease, no(%)

Chronic lung disease, no(%)

Chronic liver disease, no(%)

Cancer, no(%)

Others, no(%)

n = 157

50(31.8)

29(18.5)

26(16.6)

14(8.9)

12(7.6)

21(13.4)

5(3.2)

n = 83

19(12.1)

22(14.0)

17(10.8)

11(7.0)

8(5.1)

5(3.2)

1(0.7)

n = 74

31(19.7)

7(4.5)

9(5.8)

3(1.9)

4(2.5)

16(10.2)

4(2.5)

< 0.001*

Laboratroy tests

Leukocyte count, x109cells/mL
(n = 282)

Hemoglobin, g/dL (n = 282)

Platelet, x103/µl(n = 282)

CRP, mg/dL

Blood urea nitrogen, mg/dL(n = 
282)

Serum creatinine, mg/dL(n = 282)

Total bilirubin, mg/dL(n = 282)

AST, IU/L(n = 282)

ALT, IU/L(n = 282)

Albumin, g/dL(n = 282)

PaO2/FiO2, mmHg(n = 271)

pH(n = 271)

pCO2, mmHg(n = 271)

HCO3
−, mEq/L(n = 271)

 

11.6(10.8–
12.4)

12.1(11.7–
12.4)

234.2(222.3–
246.0)

5.1(3.9–6.2)

26.1(23.2–
28.9)

1.89(1.52–
2.25)

0.82(0.68–
0.95)

63.1(50.5–
75.6)

43.9(30.9–
57.0)

3.79(3.32–
4.25)

 

11.2(5.1–10.4)

12.3(11.8–12.7)

232.8(215.9-
249.6)

3.8(2.4–5.2)

28.6(23.7–33.5)

2.34(1.68–2.99)

0.80(0.63–0.96)

76.4(54.8–98.0)

47.0(28.2–65.7)

4.14(3.21–5.06)

212.0(189.9-
234.1)

7.30(7.27–7.32)

43.1(39.4–46.7)

21.5(17.7–25.3)

 

12.5(11.2–
13.8)

12.4(12.0-
12.9)

235.6(218.8-
252.3)

6.4(4.6–8.1)

23.6(20.7–
26.5)

1.44(1.15–
1.56)

0.84(0.63–
1.17)

51.6(39.1–
68.9)

40.9(22.7-
105.9)

3.44(3.31–
3.56)

 

0.106

0.560

0.821

0.025*

0.086

0.015*

0.774

0.074

0.647

0.145

0.466

0.424

0.863

0.873

0.521

SBP, Systolic blood pressure; MBP, Mean Blood Pressure, DBP, Diastolic blood pressure; PR, Pulse rate;
RR, Respiratory Rate; BT, Body Temperature, MEWS, Modi�ed Early Warning Sign

*p < 0.05; signi�cant change from baseline values.
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  All

(n = 282)

Duration of AV

< 7days (n = 142)

Duration of
AV

≥ 7days (n = 
140)

P value

lactic acid, mmol/L(n = 258)

NT-proBNP, pg/ml(n = 189)

Troponin I, ng/ml (n = 91)

D-dimer, µg/ml(n = 236)

199.4(183.1-
215.6)

7.28(7.22–
7.33)

42.7(39.7–
45.6)

21.4(19.3–
23.4)

4.8(4.2–5.3)

3471(2518–
4423)

0.948(0.479–
1.416)

3.83(3.10–
4.55)

4.7(3.9–5.4)

3782(2272–5293)

1.088(0.363–
1.813)

3.59(2.54–4.65)

200.2(177.5–
222.0)

7.25(7.15–
7.36)

42.9(40.5–
45.2)

21.2(19.9–
22.5)

5.0(4.2–5.9)

3113(2022–
4203)

0.785(0.217–
1.353)

4.06(3.06–
5.07)

0.493

0.53

0.526

SBP, Systolic blood pressure; MBP, Mean Blood Pressure, DBP, Diastolic blood pressure; PR, Pulse rate;
RR, Respiratory Rate; BT, Body Temperature, MEWS, Modi�ed Early Warning Sign

*p < 0.05; signi�cant change from baseline values.
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  All

(n = 282)

Duration of AV

< 7days (n = 142)

Duration of
AV

≥ 7days (n = 
140)

P value

Vital signs

SBP, mmHg

DBP, mmHg

MBP, mmHg

HR, beats/min

RR, breaths/min

O2 saturation

BT,℃

Mentality

Alert, no (%)

Verbal response, no(%)

Pain response, no(%)

Unresponsive, no(%)

MEWS

 

143.1(137.9-
148.2)

82.6(77.1–
88.0)

122.9(118.3-
127.4)

103.2(100.1-
106.2)

26(25.0-26.9)

86.7(84.8–
88.5)

36.6(36.5–
36.6)

 

96(34.0)

78(27.7)

103(36.5)

3(1)

5(4.7–5.2)

 

144.6(136.9-
152.2)

81.7(77.4–85.9)

123.6(117.2-
129.9)

105.4(101.1-
109.6)

26.4(24.9–27.8)

86.3(83.8–88.8)

36.5(35.3–37.6)

 

54(19.1)

49(17.3)

37(13.1)

1(0.33)

5.11(4.77–5.44)

 

141.6(134.7-
148.4)

83.6(73.5–
93.6)

122.2(115.6-
128.7)

100.9(96.4-
105.3)

25.6(24.3–
26.8)

87.1(84.2–
89.9)

36.7(35.6–
37.7)

 

42(14.9)

29(10.3)

66(23.4)

2(0.67)

4.89(4.56–
5.21)

 

0.572

0.727

0.773

0.16

0.396

0.702

0.777

0.004*

 

 

 

 

0.342

Other outcomes

Norpin, no(%)

Reintubation, no(%)

Tracheostomy, no(%)

ICU mortality, no(%)

30-days mortality, no(%)

 

73(25.8)

21(7.4)

39(13.8)

38(13.4)

37(13.1)

 

29(10.2)

4(1.4)

2(0.7)

5(1.7)

5(1.8)

 

44(15.6)

17(6.0)

37(13.1)

33(11.7)

32(11.3)

 

0.06*

0.008*

< 0.001*

< 0.001*

< 0.001*

SBP, Systolic blood pressure; MBP, Mean Blood Pressure, DBP, Diastolic blood pressure; PR, Pulse rate;
RR, Respiratory Rate; BT, Body Temperature, MEWS, Modi�ed Early Warning Sign

*p < 0.05; signi�cant change from baseline values.
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Comparison of MV durations
Comparison between the MV ≥ 7 day and MV < 7 day groups revealed no differences in age, sex, and BMI.
However, there were signi�cant differences in diagnoses, underlying diseases, and states of
consciousness between the two groups (all p < 0.001). Moreover, there were signi�cant differences in C-
reactive protein (CRP) and creatinine levels as determined in the ED between the two groups (p = 0.025
and p = 0.015, respectively). There were also differences in vasopressor use, reintubation, tracheostomy,
and ICU mortality between the two groups (p = 0.06, p = 0.008, p < 0.001, and p < 0.001, respectively;
Table 1).

Predictors of PMV
The odds ratios derived from our binary logistic regression analysis of the MV ≥ 7 day and MV < 7 day
groups revealed that the variables signi�cantly associated with MV ≥ 7 days included stroke as the
primary diagnosis; cancer, stroke, or dementia as an underlying disease; and hematologic test results of
pH, HCO3

−, and albumin level < 3.5 g/dL (Table 2).

Table 2
Univariate logistic regression analysis of the risk variables (MV ≥ 7days).

Baseline risk variables Odds
ratio

P value 95% CI

Main Diagnosis, Stroke

Underlying disease, Cancer

Underlying disease, Stroke or
Dementia

pH

HCO3
−(mmol/L)

Albumin < 3.5 g/dL

Albumin < 3.0 g/dL

Albumin < 2.5 g/dL

11.445

6.799

2.857

0.054

1.054

2.797

9.166

4.623

0.009*

0.003*

0.023*

0.032*

0.032*

0.049*

< 0.001*

0.048*

1.815–
72.186

1.898–
24.354

1.156–7.060

0.004–0.778

1.004–1.103

1.003–7.802

3.003–
27.979

1.360-15.716

CI: Con�dence Interval, *p < 0.05

Discussion
The reasons for applying MV in the ED vary, as do the application methods. MV may also affect the
clinical course of the patient, while various clinical factors affect the duration of MV and its related
outcomes. Therefore, it is challenging to accurately predict the duration of MV. A large-scale study on MV
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was performed by Esteban et al. in which the clinical features of 5,131 mechanically ventilated patients
and MV methods were investigated. Their study also investigated the in�uencing factors of mortality
among mechanically ventilated patients by dividing such factors into three categories: baseline
conditions of patients at the time of MV, treatment-related factors, and events that occurred during MV [2].
Additionally, there have been other studies that investigated outcomes and mortality rates among
patients according to their durations of MV and ICU stays; the duration of MV was often used as an
outcome indicator for patients who were attached to ventilators [3].

The primary outcome in our present study was the total duration of MV, and we classi�ed our patients
into two groups based on a 7-day MV cutoff and compared their characteristics and clinical features.
Previous studies have revealed slightly different average MV durations, although a study performed in
2002–2003 found that the average duration of MV is typically 3–4 days [13], and the novel term
“prolonged acute MV” was subsequently created to refer to ≥ 96 hours of MV [14]. Because PMV is
de�ned differently among studies, assigning a uniform cut-off is challenging. Our hospital recommends
that emergency ICU stays not exceed 7 days, which we judged to be a meaningful cutoff for MV duration
as well.

We found that the duration of MV varied according to our patients’ primary diagnosis or underlying
disease. The mean duration of MV was ≥ 10 days in patients whose primary diagnosis was metabolic
disorder, pneumonia, neurological disease, sepsis, or multiple trauma. Moreover, a high percentage of
patients in the MV ≥ 7 days group had previously been diagnosed with stroke or dementia. It has been
reported that a variety of factors in�uence the duration of MV when it is applied for neurological reasons;
such factors include the mechanism of neurological abnormality, site of neurological injury, and state of
consciousness [15, 16]. It was also reported that MV weaning in patients with neurological injuries
requires an alternative means to maintain an open airway when subsequent positive pressure breathing
is not required [17]; the numbers of patients in our study who underwent ≥ 7 days of MV due to
neurological diagnosis and traumatic injury were 33 and 11, respectively, among whom 10 and 3,
respectively, required tracheostomy. These proportions were similar to those of all patients requiring ≥ 7
days of MV who underwent tracheostomy regardless of their underlying conditions. However, unlike
tracheostomy for positive pressure breathing owing to a respiratory disease, MV due to neurological
reasons may be maintained solely for supporting the airway; thus, other methods such as early
tracheostomy may also be required. Patients in our study who had stroke or dementia as an underlying
disease required longer MV durations, which is believed to be the result of a higher risk of extubation
failure owing to a decrease in cough, vomiting, and deglutition re�exes required for maintaining open
airways in patients who are not fully conscious.

The MV < 7 days group included more patients with heart or kidney disease as the primary diagnosis or
with chronic kidney disease as the underlying a�iction. The patients may have been placed on MV due to
respiratory distress caused by acute pulmonary edema arising from their condition, although acute
respiratory distress was relieved within a short period after dialysis or diuretic administration.
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MEWS is a known indicator of in-hospital outcomes of ED patients, including mortality and ICU
admission [18]. In the present study, there was no difference in MEWS between the two MV groups,
although the MV ≥ 7 days group comprised a higher proportion of patients who received norepinephrine.
Because MEWS better re�ects urgency rather than severity, patients in the MV ≥ 7 days group did not
exhibit any initial vital sign abnormalities, but may have been more in�uenced by hemodynamic effects
owing to the administration of sedatives.

Moreover, we found that patients in the MV ≥ 7 days group had higher CRP levels. A previous study found
that patients with subacute conditions who had been on MV for approximately 2 weeks and who had low
CRP levels had a higher rate of MV weaning than those with high CRP levels, although the difference was
not signi�cant [19].

The difference in blood albumin levels between the two groups was not statistically signi�cant in our
study; however, albumin was found to increase the risk of requiring MV for ≥ 7 days. Serum albumin level
is an indicator of patient prognosis [20], and is associated with CRP levels, lactate levels, and �uid intake
requirements. A lower albumin level is associated with an increased frequency of vasopressor use as well
as a higher mortality rate. In our study, patients with albumin levels < 3.0 g/dL exhibited a higher risk of
requiring MV for ≥ 7 days than those with albumin level < 3.5 g/dL. Xiao et al. reported that
hypoalbuminemia increased the duration of MV, as albumin is associated with nutritional state, degree of
in�ammation, and pulmonary edema [21].

Creatinine levels were actually lower in the MV ≥ 7 days group, which was likely owing to pulmonary
edema resolving soon after dialysis in patients in whom kidney disease as the underlying disease or
primary diagnosis; this facilitated MV weaning. However, Pan et al. reported that acute kidney injury may
be a signi�cant risk factor for PMV when patients who are undergoing regular hemodialysis are excluded
[22].

There was no difference in PaO2/FiO2 ratio between the two patient groups;

this value was found not to be a risk factor of PMV. Oh et al. reported that the ventilator days in
pneumonia was related to PaO2/FiO2 ratio [23]. It has been reported that the PaO2/FiO2 ratio may differ
between patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome who survive versus those who do not,
although it does not necessarily serve as an indicator of mortality because of variations in MV settings,
the patients’ condition, and patient posture. Our patients were placed under MV for various diagnoses and
causes; thus, the PaO2/FiO2 ratio was not the sole factor considered for MV weaning. However, this ratio
may be helpful in predicting the patient’s long-term treatment response, rather than serving as an
indicator for the early prediction of MV weaning [24].

We found that the rates of reintubation, tracheostomy, ICU mortality, and 30-day mortality were higher
among patients in the MV ≥ 7 days group, which is consistent with a previous study that showed that
PMV and reintubation are associated with each other [25]. Other studies also found that longer MV
durations increase the risk of mortality. Our PMV cutoff of 7 days was shorter than the 21 days de�ned
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by the NAMDRC Consensus Conference. However, our �ndings did not show signi�cant differences in the
PMV risk factors that were identi�ed in previous studies.

The patient populations in existing studies are relatively homogenous, and usually comprise those
already admitted to the ICU [11]. Our study aimed to predict the duration of MV during the early stage of
ED treatment in patients who were placed on MV in the ED. Because we investigated the duration of MV
among a diverse range of patients who were admitted to the ED, the study population included patients
with a variety of internal diseases, trauma, and central nervous system disorders and were not limited to a
certain a�iction. As such, we were able to determine the effects of both the acute conditions and
underlying diseases governing the duration of MV. Predictions of the duration of MV using hematologic
test results and the initial clinical features of ED patients may not be as accurate as those based on
patient progress after ICU admission. However, estimating the duration during early treatment stage in the
ED or ICU could be helpful in setting early treatment goals and establishing long-term treatment plans
based on such goals.

Our study had two major limitations. Because the same protocol for MV weaning was not applied to all
patients, those with similar medical conditions may have experienced different durations of MV. This may
be attributed to our study being preliminary, and a common MV weaning protocol will be applied to all
patients going forward. Second, the patients did not all undergo the same laboratory tests; therefore,
certain patient groups may have had no data for speci�c parameters, thereby resulting in a marked
number of missing data points when assessing risk factors for PMV. Future investigations that apply the
same protocols and basic tests to all patients ought to determine the risk of PMV more accurately.

Conclusion
Our �ndings showed that the duration of MV varies depending on the diagnosis and underlying disease.
CRP and creatinine levels as measured during the ED visit are associated with the duration of MV, while
hypoalbuminemia, low pH, high HCO3

−, stroke, and prior diagnosis of stroke or cancer can increase the
risk of MV for ≥ 7 days.
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Figure 1

Duration of Artiritial Ventilation by Main diagnosis. Diagnosis related the duration of arti�tial ventilation
(mean, 95% CI)


